NEWSLETTER "1"
HYBRID STRETCH

Hybrid stretch is a new technology based on an innovative spinning technique blending
cotton with different types of stretch fibers, resulting in high stretch and superior
recovery.
The fabric is tightly woven, yet lightweight and soft. It will feel as a second skin and
never wear out.
Ideal for slim silhouettes and perfect shape retention: no bagging, no sagging.

Q. NORMA JEAN

A R T denim

Always The Right Temperature - denim
This new denim concept will keep you comfortable wherever you go. It is based on a
phase changing technology which has been incorporated into a fabric that will stretch
and enhance the sensation of well being even more.
Micro capsules store the excess heat and release it back to the body when it gets too
cold. No shiver, no sweat: Always the Right Temperature.
Ideal for clean, dark and sophisticated silhouettes.

Q. SHIELD

MAGIC BLACK
COL 860

Colour 860 is a black (yarn dyed) colour made out of a mix of well chosen dye stuffs
giving a deep and rich black that washes down to a blue-ish grey just with a simple
hypchlorite bleach. Normally a hypochlorite bleach turns the black into a dirty brownish
grey. This magic black also gives beautiful results in bleach washes where the garments
are tied.

Q. Tantric 860
Q. Sticky Fingers 860
Q. Texas 860
Q. Lithium
Q. Sea Breeze
Q. Spice

LINEN

For Spring - Summer 2011 we are offering 3 indigo fabrics with linen :
Q. Lotus = 2/1 twill - 8,5 oz - indigo colour 24 (sulpher top)
Q. Malibu = 3/1 twill - 8 oz - indigo colour 61 (sulpher bottom + top)
Q. Melrose = 3/1 twill - 9,5 oz - indigo colour 59 (pure indigo)

Q. Lotus
Q. Malibu
Q. Melrose

GERMANY

UCO Tesatura is participating to the MUNICH-FABRIC-START fair

MUNICHFABRICSTART

NEW CONCEPTS

Place : Munich - Date : 2/02 - 4/02 - Stand : Hall 5 - C03

FAIRS
ITALY

We will also be present at the GATER fair at the stand of our agent Benfenati
Place : Reggio Emilia - Date : 2/02 - 4/02

GATER

